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This game takes place in a subway, bits of which can look pleasantly familiar for players from different cities and countries. As
a subway train driver, you have to bear your underground conduct.

SUBWAY SIMULATOR LETS YOU:

Improve your driver‘s experience and make an illustrious career;

Choose from variety of subway trains and customize them;

Discover 4 intricate routes;

Switch between the views: from cab view to car view.

SUBWAY CAREER

You can improve your driver‘s level. Collect authority points and get a promotion to unlock more routes and trains. Reach the
highest rank to unlock all of them. Points are given to you for each completed route, but also for the total number of passengers

you delivered.
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KEY FEATURES

Mood of passengers that is affected by the driver‘s skill. Be accurate and punctual to keep the people happy!

Weekly statistics of the driver‘s results.

Ability of painting the train and creating your own individual design.

Station informer (with female and male voices to choose from).

Information about almost all models of trains.

HOW TO DRIVE

Choose a route and a train: you can drive up to 3 cars;

Make doors open/close using the “door” button;

Use the lever to speed up/slow down;

Track the number of passengers: deliver as many as you can;

Change the camera view to see how many passengers there are in a car;

Track your speed or get fined – follow the speed limit instructions;

Use voice alert system to inform your passengers about stations, or talk straight into the microphone if you want to say it
in your own words.

Out of time to stop the train properly? Use emergency braking to avoid accidents.

If you did not succeed in avoiding the accident, you have to hurry in the depot, where the firefighters will be ready to
take care of you burning train!
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The graphics are like♥♥♥♥♥♥!!. If you have some spare amount of money and are into train/subway simulators then i would
100% buy this game, the only problem i have with it is there isnt really much to do but drive. Terrible graphics, not many
options, just one line to run. Not good at all. For the devs, you need to bring out a patch to fix some problems with the game;

1. At the end of the mission, once you leave the cabin the driver drops down beyond the map and there is no way to get the
points and finish the mission

2. Some achievemnts do not work.
a) For example painting a train for the first time, did not count towards my achievements.
b) Getting a 100% of passenger happiness did not count as an achievement.
c) Catching a train on fire did not count as an achievement.
d) Crashing into a wall did not count as an achievement.

3. 'Leaving a comment for the boss' - achievement does not work as well. To complete simply leave the train to accelerate on
full throttle, exit driving position, enter through the door behind the driver seat into the carriage and wait until the train crashes.
Choose an option to wright a letter to the boss and state that; 'I wasnt driving' in the comments line. This will be approved (in
green letters) but it does not give you the achievement.

More than anything not being able to exit onto a walkway at the end of the mission (droping down beyond the map) does not
allow me to progress in the game as I can not earn points and unlock new trains. I played for 4 hours and unfortunatly I feel
there is no point playing further.

Please devs contact me and let me know if you are going to release a patch any time soon. For now I have to leave a negative
review but if the problems are fixed I will change it to positive. The game is fun and i liked it, but the problems that prevent you
from going further really present a big problem!

I suggest you fix it, otherwise it will damage your reputation, because more and more people are going to leave a negative
reviews for this game... There's no way you can call this a simulator.

Extremely basic, poor quality and minimal content.
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When this game is though still in development, it can't be called a simulator. Theres no explainations of how to properly stop,
how to keep the passengers mood up and the game is pretty much repeating over and over again. There is nothing else than
stopping at stops, driving, stopping over and over. And when the game doesn't teach you how to properly stop your subway, this
isn't fun.. It is a good start, very reminisant of train sim world. In the right place for its current stage in development but still has
a long way to go. I do like some parts of the game but the its current stage im not too fond of it.. A very fun little game. I enjoy
it a lot and its fun just to mess around in and casually play. If your looking for a game where there are some really funny things
and crashing into a wall at the end of the route gets you a achievement then this is the game for you! I would reccomend it to
people just looking for something casual and a cheap subway simulator that isnt TS2018's $9,000 DLC's.. The best thing I can
say about this game, is that its a complete asset flip of assets on the unity and unreal engine store, and its at best, a lazy port of
the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ mobile game. Do not buy. Play either Train Simulator, OpenBVE, or another train simulator if you want real
train simulation. Don't waste your money. Thankfully I got a refund.. The game here does not match the pictures at all. I know
that it is an early access game but I suggest not buying it. It is a waste of money.. The sim feels weird. Something is off, Perhaps
the fact that you can find out the controls yourself.... Hello,

Very nice game!
On the passenger mode, we've noticed some bugs (e.g. for tramway the doors are not opening and it is impossible to get in).
My son is also asking me every day what is outside the station :). If possible, we want to suggest this new feature: the possibility
to ascend on stairs and walk outside the station.

Thank you,
Yann & Vali. In my opinion, it's a good and enjoyable game. A lot of bugs have been ironed out from previous versions and
there was an update that added georgous graphics! The controls are easy to grasp, too.

Trains have weight to them that you can clearly feel, especially as you accelerate. There is a TON of subway trains that you can
unlock and some of the one's I haven't unlocked yet look very nice. There is a decent amount of lines and the stations look
pretty good too.

All in all, this is a very good game. I believe this game is able to live up to the title of being a simulator, especially after many
annoying bugs that have been patched recently.. VERyyyy GOoood Simulator for driving in the soob way. But needs a mod to
turn everyone into dogs. it is fun but a lot of improvement required.

Winter Sale!:
Enjoy this Winter Sale with Subway Simulator - get 75% off!. Try our new game - Extreme Drifters!:
We're proud to announce that Extreme Drifters is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Ready, steady, go! The greatest racing championship starts! Compete for the First Prize in two cities. Drift through their twisty
streets and overcome tricky turns. To make the race harder, there are tasks to complete during the race. Do your best to win!

We'll be glad to see your feedback in comments!

Simulators Live Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/896700/Extreme_Drifters/?beta=0. Improved trains and Passenger mode:
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Dear Users, we continue to work on our project. We have received a lot of your feedback and suggestions since the last update
and fixed some bugs.

In this update we present you 3 modifications of the famous 81-717 train. We improved the driver's cabin view and added more
details. Now each train modification has its own cabin and train driver dashboard view. "Passenger" test mode was added to the
game: now you can walk through the familiar subway stations!

Stay with us, a lot of interesting things are in development!

Send us your feedback, comments and suggestions! What train model would you like to see in the next updates? Let us know!. 
Summer Sale - Subway Simulator, 65% Off:
Summer Sale is a right time to find yourself new favorite game - so our game Subway Simulator is 65% off its price is waiting
for you to try it!

Have a nice summer, Simulators Live. ATTENTION! COMPETITION!:
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Our developers' team is very pleased to see that you not only play our game but also discuss it and make video reviews. That's
why we decided to run a competition for the most impressive review of Subway Simulator game!

To participate in the competition everything you need is to have the Steam-version of Subway Simulator and make a review
video, of course.

The prize for the best video review is the Steam bundle, which includes all the games from Simulators Live Developer!
A consolation prize for all participants who do not take first place will be 3 games that was made by Simulators Live which you
chose by yourself!

For more information about the conditions of the competition, the requirements to the video review, as well as any details you
are interested in, see the forum SUBWAY SIMULATOR COMPETITION TERMS.. Special offer from Simulators Live, "9
in 1" unique Bundle!:
We are glad to present you a special games Bundle. It includes games that will accommodate the interests of any simulators
lover!

The Bundle includes:. Video contest results:
Hello!
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First of all, we apologize for the delay in announcing the results. This was an unintended incident, so we hope for your
understanding...

So - about the contest itself!

There were slightly fewer participants than needed to draw the main prize - but with prizes for participation we will reward
everyone who posted reviews in the period from 00:00 04.12.2018 - 00:00 04.01.2019 GMT.

Now - to the best part!
Congratulations to:

Slavik https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opQQGdaH3BE

Sim4k https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPElNFt3Rko

Artem https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mDViyEOqfo

Dear participants, do not forget to look into messages and comments on Steam and YouTube - we will contact you soon!

Sincerely,
Subway Simulators Team. Try our new game - Curling World Cup!:
We're proud to announce that Curling World Cup is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Take part in the world-wide curling tournament. Join one of the teams from different countries and lead it to victory! Use all
your strength and agility to earn more points. Pass each of the 3 tournament stages and earn the Сurling Сhampion title!

We'll be glad to see your feedback in comments!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/844310/Curling_World_Cup/?beta=0
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